PARADISE OUTDOOR KITCHENS®
You think they envy you now…
wait ‘til they see your outdoor kitchen paradise.

Today, outdoor rooms are becoming the ultimate in luxury, style and convenience. The concept of the outdoor room is evolving to
include the trend of a more sophisticated outdoor kitchen area. An outdoor cooking paradise where a meal can be prepared, served,
and cleaned up in style without leaving the comfort of your patio party.
Classic Home Elements understands that customers are looking for style, value and quality. By offering the ultimate in functional,
stylish cabinetry, we are able to meet the high demands of the new style-conscious consumer. A Paradise Outdoor Kitchen®
crosses the threshold of remaining trendy and stylish, yet, at the same time offering carefree entertaining with fast and easy clean up.
A Paradise Outdoor Kitchen® offers a kaleidoscope of pure outdoor kitchen pleasures. It is an outdoor kitchen that offers all the
convenience of your indoor kitchen. It is not just a grill base and not just a kitchen. With its impressive combination of fully
functional “free standing” cabinetry and your personalized selection of appliances, Paradise Outdoor Kitchens® generously offers
something for everyone. The cabinetry is virtually maintenance free and has fully functional USABLE storage space in all modules.
The free-standing modular based system of the Paradise Outdoor Kitchen® boasts the capability of add-on components to make an
outdoor kitchen as small or large as you want and your outdoor patio area allows. Add to that the ability to move and or change your
layout at anytime. Whatever your climate is, you can have an outdoor kitchen that offers lasting beauty and durability.
When it comes to cooking outdoors, there’s really nothing that can’t be done in a
Paradise Outdoor Kitchen®. Outdoor festivities will never be the same.
Paradise Outdoor Kitchens® are stylish, functional, relatively maintenance free and can accommodate almost all makes and
styles of built-in grills. The Tuscan Teak TM fronts won’t rot! The Everlast Polymer™ panels, which the cabinets and variety of
door styles are constructed of, are simple to clean and capable of withstanding whatever your climate changes may be. The modular
cabinet design includes leveling legs on each cabinet which maintains the storage area 4” above the patio surface. This allows for
patio cleaning without water entering the interior cabinet area. Just take a hose and wash it down. As for style, the cabinets have a
rich exotic island look by adding a little jungle to the cabinet doors with our Tuscan TeakTM. Tuscan Teak TM, a non-endangered
African weather resistant outdoor hardwood which is also used for outdoor furniture and boat decks. All Tuscan Teak™ parts have
an eco-safe protectant applied at the factory to bring out the beauty of the wood grain while protecting against weathering and food
spills. In order to maintain the warranty, all Tuscan Teak™ parts must have this protectant reapplied at least twice annually.
A Paradise Outdoor Kitchen® is truly AN OUTDOOR ROOM-an extension of the home.
It is stylish, virtually maintenance free, weather resistant and convenient.
It’s a “paradise island” right outside your back door.
Paradise Outdoor Kitchens® offer a unique blend of outdoor glamour and functional ease that gives the freedom to do absolutely
everything you desire for your outdoor food preparation. Whether you are looking for a sophisticated outdoor kitchen or an attractive
outdoor “Island” oasis…A Paradise Outdoor Kitchen® is the answer!

Invest in bringing a little Paradise to your home!
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FEATURES
Accepts appliances from virtually any manufacturer
LP, Natural Gas or Electric
Variable Size Storage Grill Base
Modular Units
Free Standing
Everlast Polymer™ cabinet construction
Choice of Tuscan Teak™ or Everlast Polymer™ Doors
Adjustable Leveler Legs
Weatherproof Hardware
Island Design or Built In against existing walls
Custom Design
Low Maintenance
Easy, Simple, Fast Installation

FEATURES
& BENEFITS

BENEFITS
Can accommodate almost any size built-in grill from almost all manufacturers – plus storage area for rotisserie.
Can be used with electric, natural gas or LP appliances
Can be expanded at a later date due to modular design
Any quantity of modular units can be combined in any fashion to design a layout to fit whatever
space is available
You can start small and add modular units at a later date
Modular units can be moved if homeowner moves or during re-design of outdoor living area due to
an addition of the home, installation of a pool or cabana, deck, etc.
Everlast Polymer™ is a virtually indestructible and maintenance free, weather resistant material originally
designed for boat docks. It will not rot, warp, swell, delaminate, or fade and is FDA approved for food contact.
Weather resistant Tuscan Teak™ doors are made from non-endangered African hardwood that will not rot.
Tuscan Teak™ parts are coated with an eco-safe protectant to guard against food stains as well as the weather.
Everlast Polymer™ doors are stylish and carefree and are available in 5 styles and 2 colors. Easy to clean with
soap & water. Everlast Polymer™ does NOT require any upkeep.
Leg Levelers raise cabinets off floor so patio can be hosed down without interiors getting wet.
Leg Levelers allow for level installation on uneven surfaces such as flagstone, etc.
Stainless steel hinges, galvanized drawer runners and nickel plated brass handles are rust and corrosion
resistant and carry a 3-year warranty.
Finished back and ends on every cabinet at no cost allow for installation as free-standing “island” cabinetry.
100% useable storage space
Layout can be custom designed to fit any space requirement.

Cabinet modules are pre-drilled for supplied connectors. Therefore, no specialized tradesman or heavy equipment required
for installation.
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